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Abstract. Urban Building Energy Simulation (UBES) is an efficient tool to investigate and subsequently reduce energy demand of urban areas. Nevertheless, UBES has always been a challenging task due the trade-off between accuracy, computational speed and parametrization. In order to reduce these computation and parameterization requirements, model reduction and simplification methods aim at representing building behaviour with an acceptable accuracy, but using less equations and input parameters. This paper presents the development and validation results of a simplified urban simulation model based on the ISO 13790 Standard and written in the Modelica language. The model describes the thermo-physical behaviour of buildings by means of an equivalent electric network consisting of five resistances and one capacitance. The validation of the model was carried out using four cases of the ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140. In general, the model shows good accuracy and the validation provided values within the acceptable ranges.

1. Introduction

About half of the world’s population lives in urban areas, and this share is projected to reach 60% by 2030 [1]. Cities account for a large share of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, mainly due to energy services required for heating, cooling and lighting of buildings. Therefore, assessing the energy performance of buildings at urban scale represents a valuable methodology to mitigate the GHG emissions of the built environment.

Urban Building Energy Simulation (UBES) is an efficient tool to investigate and subsequently reduce energy demand of urban areas. One technique used in UBES is steady-state or quasi-static calculations. Static calculations can be carried out for different time scales using linear equations for heat transfer as a function of the thermal transmittance and temperature difference between indoor and outdoor [2]. Static calculations are fast, but on the other hand, building dynamics in terms of thermal mass are not considered.

One possibility to perform dynamic analyses at urban scale is to use Building Energy Simulation (BES) tools, which are dedicated tools for single building simulations. Mastrucci et al. [3] defined 16 building types out of 300,000 buildings in Rotterdam, Netherlands, and simulated these 16 buildings with the BES software EnergyPlus. The results were then aggregated for the whole city. Palme et al. [4] developed a new methodology to perform urban energy simulations using the software TRNSYS with...
the climate model ‘Urban Weather Generator’ (UWG). The integrated methodology was applied to a case study in Kuwait. Generally, BES tools show good results in terms of accuracy, however, they require high computational efforts and a high number of input parameters. This makes such tools often unsuitable for the modeling and simulation of large districts with many buildings and few available data. To this end, UBES needs to find a good trade-off between accuracy and computational speed.

In order to reduce these computation and parameterization requirements, model reduction and simplification methods aim at representing building behavior with an acceptable accuracy, but using less equations and input parameters. Low-order thermal building models rely on an analogy between electrical and thermal physical domains. They are often referred to as \( xRyC \) models, where \( x \) is the number of thermal resistances and \( y \) the number of thermal capacitances of the equivalent electrical circuit [5]. The number and configuration of resistances and capacitances can vary, depending on the required accuracy and simulation speed. Low-order models are relatively easy to solve and they can model the dynamic behavior of buildings. Thus, low order thermal network models seem to be a promising approach for urban energy simulations.

This paper presents the development and validation results of a simplified urban simulation model based on the ISO 13790 Standard [6] and written in the Modelica language. The use of Modelica not only enables the calculation of heating and cooling demand in buildings, but it also gives the opportunity to couple models of buildings and district networks in a single comprehensive model.

2. ISO 13790 thermal model network

International Standard ISO 13790 [6] reports the calculation procedure to evaluate heating and cooling energy use in buildings. The simple hourly methodology described in the latter provides a model representing the building through an equivalent electrical network (or thermal network). As previously mentioned, this modeling technique consists in representing the thermal response of the building envelope throughout equivalent resistances (\( R \)) and capacitances (\( C \)), accounting for heat transfer and heat storage phenomena, respectively. Depending on the purposes and assumptions, many thermal networks have been proposed in the literature, however the ISO 13790 model, consisting of 5 resistances and 1 capacitance (namely \( 5R1C \)), is still used for its simplicity, replicability, and few requirements of input parameters. Figure 1 (left) shows the scheme of the \( 5R1C \) network, while Figure 1 (right) illustrates the Modelica model of the ISO 13790 thermal network, which was developed using models of the Modelica Standard Library and the Modelica IBPSA Library [7].

![Figure 1: ISO 13790 thermal network (left). Modelica model (right).](image-url)
The network is composed of three temperature nodes, representing respectively: $T_a$ the internal air temperature of the thermal zone, $T_s$ the surfaces internal side temperature, and $T_m$ the temperature of structure thermal mass. As it can be seen, internal air, inside surfaces and structure mass temperatures are considered homogenous within the building geometry (zero-dimensional model). Resistance $R_{sa}$ connects node $T_a$ and $T_s$, and it is calculated as the reciprocal of the product between surfaces area and internal side convective heat exchange coefficient. Additionally, resistance $R_m$ is calculated as the reciprocal of the sum of all external opaque surfaces’ U-value multiplied by their area, and further it is split into $R_{sm}$ and $R_{em}$ depending on structure specific mass. Heat exchange through glazed surfaces is modeled with resistance $R_w$, and ventilation mass flow rate is used to calculate the remaining resistance $R_v$. Thickness, specific heat, and density of opaque structures’ materials are combined using the Standard’s equations to calculate the capacitance $C_m$, accounting for the building thermal inertia. The remaining symbols represent all boundary conditions; in particular, $T_v$ and $T_e$ are the ventilation supply air temperature and the external dry bulb temperature respectively, $P_{int}$ is the heat flow rate from internal heat gains, $P_{sol}$ is the solar heat gain. The latter is calculated considering both the solar heat gain absorbed by opaque surfaces and the solar gain entering through each window.

### 3. Validation

This section illustrates the validation of the Modelica ISO 13790 model using different cases of ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 140 [8], whose BESTESTs (Building Energy Simulation TEST) are widely used in the building simulation community for testing the accuracy of building energy models. Typically, a validation process consists of a comparison between simulated and measured values. However, measuring the energy performance of a building for one year is a complex and costly task. As an alternative approach, the BESTEST procedure consists of analytical techniques and tests to be carried out for the comparison of the simulation results obtained through a novel BES model with those obtained by the current state-of-the-art codes. In this paper, validation test cases for both light-weight and heavy-weight building constructions are presented (case 600 and 900), as well as the free floating cases (case 600FF and 900FF).

#### 3.1. Case 600 and Case 600FF

Case 600 is a light-weight mass rectangular thermal zone (6m × 8m × 2.7m) with 12 m² of south-facing windows (Figure 2). Construction material properties, weather data and other details are provided in ASHRAE 140. A heating and cooling system delivers the required thermal energy to the thermal zone in order to maintain a room air temperature in the range 20-27°C.

![Figure 2: Geometry of the thermal zone.](image)

Table 1 compares annual and peak heating and cooling loads calculated by the Modelica ISO 13790 model with the ones calculated by the other BES tools provided in ASHRAE 140. Results show that the Modelica ISO 13790 model provides values that are comparable with other simulation tools. Annual heating (4.98 MWh) and cooling (6.84 MWh) loads are within the minimum and maximum values.
obtained by the other simulation tools. The peak heating (4.03 kW) and cooling (6.01 kW) loads predicted by the Modelica ISO 13790 model are also within the minimum and maximum range. Close agreement was also found regarding the date and hour of peak heating and cooling loads.

Table 1: Annual and peak heating and cooling loads for Case 600

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool/Model</th>
<th>Annual heating load [MWh]</th>
<th>Annual cooling load [MWh]</th>
<th>Peak heating load [kW] (date and hour)</th>
<th>Peak cooling load [kW] (date and hour)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESP</td>
<td>4.296</td>
<td>6.137</td>
<td>3.437 (04-Jan, 5AM)</td>
<td>6.194 (17-Oct, 1PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLAST</td>
<td>4.773</td>
<td>6.433</td>
<td>3.940 (04-Jan, 5AM)</td>
<td>5.965 (16-Oct, 2PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOE2</td>
<td>5.709</td>
<td>7.079</td>
<td>4.045 (04-Jan, 5AM)</td>
<td>6.656 (16-Oct, 1PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRES-SUN</td>
<td>5.226</td>
<td>7.278</td>
<td>4.258 (04-Jan, 2AM)</td>
<td>6.827 (16-Oct, 2PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3PAS</td>
<td>4.882</td>
<td>6.492</td>
<td>4.037 (04-Jan, 2AM)</td>
<td>6.286 (25-Nov, 2PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRNSYS</td>
<td>4.872</td>
<td>6.492</td>
<td>3.931 (04-Jan, 6AM)</td>
<td>6.486 (16-Oct, 2PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASE</td>
<td>5.362</td>
<td>6.778</td>
<td>4.354 (04-Jan, 2AM)</td>
<td>6.812 (17-Oct, 2PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO 13790</td>
<td>4.982</td>
<td>6.840</td>
<td>4.027 (04-Jan, 4AM)</td>
<td>6.007 (17-Oct, 2PM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3a shows the hourly load profiles on the 4th of January, which is the day when the peak heating load occurs. In the figure, heating and cooling loads are represented with positive and negative values respectively. The Modelica ISO 13790 model predicts a cooling load from about 11 AM to 5 PM and a heating load for the rest of the day. This profile is similar to the profiles calculated by other simulation tools. However, the Modelica ISO 13790 model predicts lower cooling loads during daytime.

Case 600FF is based on Case 600 except that there is no heating or cooling system. Therefore, the room air temperature is floating with the weather conditions and the internal gains. The Modelica ISO 13790 model computed an annual average room air temperature of 25.46°C, which is aligned with the ones calculated by the other simulation tools. Figure 3b illustrates the room air temperature profiles on the 4th of January. Generally, the Modelica ISO 13790 models predicts lower room air temperatures during daytime. This is consistent with the results illustrated in Figure 3a in relation to cooling loads.

Figure 3: Heating and cooling load profiles for Case 600 on the 4th of January (a). Room air temperature profiles for Case 600FF on the 4th of January (b).

3.2. Case 900 and Case 900FF
Case 900 is a heavy-weight building which uses the same zone model as was used for Case 600 except that the building constructions were changed to use heavier materials. A heavier structure is used to test the ability of a simulation model to treat thermal inertia. Table 2 shows that the Modelica ISO 13790 model provided values that are within the specified range for the annual heating (1.91 MWh) and cooling...
The model also predicted peak heating load (3.65 kW) and peak cooling load (3.19 kW) in close agreement with the other simulation tools. The difference observed in the date of the peak cooling load can be caused by different modeling assumptions in the simulation tools. In any case, the peak cooling load on October 17th is 3.03 kW, which is inside the range as well.

### Table 2: Annual and peak heating and cooling loads for Case 900

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool/Model</th>
<th>Annual heating load [MWh]</th>
<th>Annual cooling load [MWh]</th>
<th>Peak heating load [kW] (date and hour)</th>
<th>Peak cooling load [kW] (date and hour)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESP</td>
<td>1.170</td>
<td>2.132</td>
<td>2.850 (04-Jan, 7AM)</td>
<td>2.888 (17-Oct, 2PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLAST</td>
<td>1.610</td>
<td>2.600</td>
<td>3.453 (04-Jan, 7AM)</td>
<td>3.155 (06-Oct, 3PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOE2</td>
<td>1.872</td>
<td>2.455</td>
<td>3.557 (04-Jan, 7AM)</td>
<td>3.458 (17-Oct, 2PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRES-SUN</td>
<td>1.897</td>
<td>3.165</td>
<td>3.760 (04-Jan, 7AM)</td>
<td>3.871 (17-Oct, 2PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3PAS</td>
<td>1.730</td>
<td>2.572</td>
<td>3.608 (04-Jan, 8AM)</td>
<td>3.334 (17-Oct, 3PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRNSYS</td>
<td>1.655</td>
<td>2.485</td>
<td>3.517 (04-Jan, 7AM)</td>
<td>3.567 (17-Oct, 3PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASE</td>
<td>2.041</td>
<td>2.599</td>
<td>3.797 (04-Jan, 7AM)</td>
<td>3.457 (17-Oct, 3PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO 13790</td>
<td>1.905</td>
<td>2.965</td>
<td>3.646 (04-Jan, 7AM)</td>
<td>3.191 (02-Sep, 3PM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4a shows the hourly load profiles on the day when the peak heating load occurs (4th of January). The Modelica ISO 13790 model predicted a profile similar to the ones calculated by other simulation tools. Note that in this case, there is no cooling load.

Case 900FF is based on Case 900 except that the room air temperature is floating with the weather conditions and the internal gains. The Modelica ISO 13790 model predicted an annual average room air temperature of 25.51°C, which is in good agreement with the one calculated by the other simulation tools. Figure 4b shows the room air temperature profiles on the 4th of January. Similarly to Case 600FF, the Modelica ISO 13790 model predicts lower room air temperatures than the other tools.

### 4. Conclusions
This paper presented the development and validation of a simplified building model for urban energy simulations. The model was developed using the Modelica modeling language. It was based on a low-order approach following the ISO 13790 Standard. The validation results showed that the Modelica ISO 13790 model generates similar results in terms of annual and peak heating and cooling loads compared to other simulation tools. However, differences can be seen when evaluating the results at
hourly scale. The simplification on building thermal mass produces low temperatures in free-floating scenarios, even though the final trend is still satisfactory. In addition, mismatches were found regarding the date when the peak cooling loads occur. Such behavior indicates that the model should be used carefully when considering results at hourly scale. In conclusion, the model can be used by scientists and engineers to predict heating and cooling demand of large urban areas with few input parameters and low computational effort. Also, the use of Modelica enables the coupling of building models with district network models into a single comprehensive energy model.
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